W hy do I like road cuts, quarry faces, pipeline trenches, and river cut banks? They are small doors in the spacetime continuum at and near the earth's surface. They are little doorways that open up vistas seldom seen and present the opportunity to engage in stories of landscape evolution.
These cuts are two-dimensional for the most part and show slices of layering of the pedosphere and upper portions of the geosphere. They invite us to imagine the three-dimensional draping of layers, sediments, or horizons across the landscape.
In some circumstances, they permit reconstruction of major features over some tens of miles with an overarching set of features. In other situations, we perceive the merging and blending of features within or across sediments.
The stories implied by such opportunities involve both events and the time when they occurred. Very few of the earth's surface features are as old as the Tertiary geologic age, and thus most are Pleistocene and recent in age. According to isotropic studies and magnetic reversals, there have been at least 22 stages over the last 750,000 years reflected in fluctuations of cooler and warmer conditions on earth. So a lot has happened, and at isolated locations, we are treated to exposures of our restless earth's deposits.
Windows in the Pedosphere
Small vertical sections appear like windows in the pedosphere revealing the layering and horizons in soils. We are trained to see and describe many features in such exposures. One usually describes a set of characteristics for each horizon; however, it is possible to visualize the profile as sets of depth distributions of those same properties-colors, texture, structure, consistence, coarse fragments, and so forth. Similar to road cuts, it is possible to separate layers that may relate to specific events of the soil landscape evolution. Some are obvious, as in fresh sediments, or layers of volcanic ash and debris, or loess over glacial till. Subtleties of hillside erosion and deposition often are detected.
Thus, these two-dimensional windows invite us to visualize the soil layerings in three-dimensions and how they might be distributed in space and in time. There are far fewer sets of point data that can be reasonably extrapolated to form threedimensional segments of the pedosphere. They commonly are research projects consisting of auger examinations spaced over experimental sites. The mental combinations provide samples of the upper layers in a specific location. These form the basis for mental models of soil landscapes and the stories involve both events and times.
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When a general stratigraphy is examined in more detail, soil landscapes can be visualized showing how layers overlie and overlap one another and how they relate to kinds of soil horizons. The French School of Pedology has done a lot of work developing these techniques, especially in northern Africa. The Australians, especially Mulcahy and Butler, who described K-cycles in landscape evolution, influenced the thinking of many pedologists.
A similar effort was accomplished by Bob Ruhe and colleagues in the Greenfield quadrangle in southwestern Iowa, USA. Based on prior studies of fresh cuts along a railway, a sequence of sediments, weathering zones, paleosols, and modern soils was outlined as an overview of the Pleistocene in that part of the state. Nebraskan glacial till with weathering zones overlie limestone bedrock. After a warm interstadial, referred to as Aftonian, during which an undulating upland surface was truncated by pedimentation, the second major glaciation, the Kansan, occurred. In many areas, it buried the prior paleosols and weathered Nebraskan sediments. During the next younger glacial interstadial, the landscape was cut into by a new cycle of
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pedimentation. Pebble bands and stone lines often marked erosional surfaces cut into the uplands. Several cycles of downcutting occurred as did periods of stability and soil development. Several major periods of loess deposition left the stepped landscapes mantled with a blanket of wind-sorted sediments derived from melting glaciers farther to the north and west.
Stepped landscape in loess in western Iowa.
In southern Iowa, near Creston, a road cut with Kansan glacial till at bottom, bluish gray weathered loess called gumbotil, overlain by more recent loess exposed to the surface of cut.
Pieces of this general stratigraphy outcropped throughout the four counties where I was learning how to map soils on air photos. Fresh road cuts came alive with paleosol exposures, the so-called gumbotils, and pebble bands between till and loess traced erosion-deposition surfaces up and sometimes over slopes. Weathered granite boulders in Kansan till on landscape summits crumbled into sand between your fingers. The smooth plastic ribbons of weathered loess could be rolled into long threads between your palms. It was like a pedological fairyland where one's imagination drew ancient landscapes and dreamed dreams of geomorphic archeology.
Kansan glacial till in southern Iowa. Circular area is a weathered granite boulder that you could crumble into sand with your fingers.
Soil Genesis Coming Alive
Once perceived, these patterns were there before your very eyes, and the thrill of putting the puzzle on a 2-D air photo made each day's excursion a welcome experience. The realization that you were in the very heart of models of landscape evolution and could visualize time zero for different soils was fantastic. Soil genesis was real: it was the story of birth, development, and even death as the fragments were pieced together and the pages of a pedogenetic book were read, turned, and the next page read. Some pages had been partially erased and new writings overlain, others were simply read, and you turned over to a new page. What a time to be alive and to be where the landscapes and their soils were the depository of so many wonderful, delightful stories.
A few years later in upstate New York, I was introduced to bedrock-dominated landscapes that had been glaciated. The earlier Illinoian glacial deposits were uncommon, but the erosional patterns of carving new valleys in an old plateau were everywhere. The most recent glacial stadial coated, eroded, re-coated, and left a plethora of tills, outwash, and lacustrine sediments in patterns that were remnants of both regional and local stories of landscape evolution superimposed on the underlying nearly level layers of sedimentary rocks mostly, Ordovician through Devonian.
Here was a very different set of circumstances-where one's imagination took you into the movement and flows of glaciers, the ebb and flow of advances, retreats, blocking old valleys, and forming lakes in which deltas were established. Retreating glaciers lowered lake levels as new outlets were cut or exposed, and this meant lower level lake shores and deltas, and each deeply entrenched valley in this part of the Appalachian Plateau had its own delightful chapter in the book of landscape evolution and pedogenesis.
Wow-cycles of pedimentation took on completely new aspects for me as the models of soil landscapes were expanded and hopefully synthesized. The soils were young enough that numerous details were evident-sometimes almost masking the trends and pathways of soil property formation and alteration. Exciting? You bet! The magic of our world is waiting.
